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Description

BACKGROUND

Field of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates generally to meth-
ods and systems for security identification, and more par-
ticularly, to methods and systems for personnel biometric
verification.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Security access control is an important issue
for maintaining the safety of individuals and facilities. In
a typical gate security system for a large facility, person-
nel must show their ID cards and/or display authorization
tags on vehicles or on the person in order to gain access
to the facility. In some cases, where a guard is not located
at the gate, personnel can use a data card, such as an
electronic data card, to release a gate to gain access to
the facility. Once inside the facility, personnel must typ-
ically use the data card to open doors to enter into specific
secured areas.
[0003] One well-known type of security access control
system is radio frequency identification (RFID), which is
illustrated in Figure 1. RFID system 10 comprises three
basic elements: an antenna or coil 11, a transceiver 12
(with decoder) and a transponder 13 (i.e., an RFID tag)
electronically programmed with unique identification in-
formation. Antenna 11 emits radio frequency signals to
activate tag 13 and read and write data to it, and functions
as a conduit between tag 13 and transceiver 12. Antenna
11 can take on various shapes and sizes. For example,
antenna 11 can be built into a door frame to receive tag
data from persons or things passing through the door, or
mounted on structures such as an interstate toll booth to
monitor the traffic passing on a highway. Antenna 11 is
often packaged with transceiver 12 and decoder (not
shown) to function as a reader (or interrogator), which
can be configured either as a handheld or a fixed-mount
device. The reader emits radio waves in a range of one
inch to 100 feet or more, thereby establishing a prede-
termined electromagnetic zone. When an RFID tag pass-
es through the electromagnetic zone. The reader de-
codes the data encoded in the tag’s integrated circuit and
the data is passed to a host computer 15 via an RF mod-
ule 16 for processing. Generally, RFID tags 13 can be
either active or passive. Active RFID tags are powered
by an internal battery and are typically readable and re-
writeable. In a typical read/write RFID system, an active
RFID tag delivers a set of instructions to a machine, and
the machine then reports its performance to the tag. In
contrast, passive RFID tags operate without a separate
external power source and obtain power generated from
the reader.
[0004] A significant advantage of RFID systems is the
non-contact and non-line-of sight nature of the technol-

ogy. In operation, when a person or subject carrying an
RFID tag passes through a check point, the reader reads
and decodes the data stored in the RFID tag and sends
the decoded data to a computer for processing. RFID
tags can be read through a variety of substances such
as snow, fog, ice, paint, and other visually and environ-
mentally challenging conditions. RFID tags can also be
read under challenging circumstances such as when ve-
hicles pass points at relatively high speeds. A typical
reader can respond to an RFID tag in less than 100 mil-
liseconds.
[0005] As mentioned above, RFID systems have been
used to control facility access through a gate. In such a
case, individuals carry an RFID tag or display an RFID
tag in their vehicle. A reader composed of a transceiver
and an antenna is installed at or near the gate so that
when the individual is close to the gate, the reader reads
the data embedded in the tags and sends the data to a
computer for identification. If the data from the tag indi-
cate that the individual or the vehicle is permitted entry,
the gate will open to allow the individual or vehicle to
enter. On the other hand, if the data shows that the indi-
vidual or vehicle is not permitted entry, the gate will re-
main closed. In some cases, a guard will stop the vehicle
to acquire more information from the individual or driver
of the vehicle. An indication device 17, such as a red/
green light, may also be provided.
[0006] Reliance solely on an RFID system for identifi-
cation, however, does not provide adequate security.
Since the computer only matches the data of the RFID
tag with those stored in a database, it is possible that the
person who is carrying a valid RFID tag is, in fact, not
authorized to gain access. Thus, a more advanced iden-
tification system is required.
[0007] Biometric verification for example, patent appli-
cation US 2005/0218215, is now being employed more
frequently to verify personnel identification. Such sys-
tems typically comprise a database storing personal bi-
ometric information, such as facial templates or features,
finger prints, hand geometry, iris prints, thermograms,
and skin colors of personnel. In a typical face imaging
biometric system, the system takes an image or an image
sequence of a person and then performs a "one-to-many"
verification database search against the images stored
in the database. This is done using 2D or 3D imaging
technology. However, such a one-to-many search is very
slow and often unreliable. Furthermore, present biomet-
ric verification systems typically require facial verification
in a benign lighting and background environment with no
relative facial movement. That is, the person who is re-
questing access must either stay still or move in a pre-
scribed fashion while the system takes his/her image, or
the individual must present their fingers or iris in direct
contact to a biometric reader. This presentation requires
direct contact and increases the overall time needed for
completing the verification task.
[0008] As automated and higher security is increas-
ingly demanded, an overall security system must be pro-
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vided to adequately improve a facility’s security posture,
while minimizing the negative effects to work efficiency
and quality of work life. Due to the disadvantages of ex-
cessively long waiting times and unreliable results men-
tioned above, currently employed Facial Recognition
Systems (FRS) and RFID systems cannot yet uniquely
satisfy fast and accurate verification requirements. Thus,
a method and system that can more efficiently and rapidly
identify personnel and/or vehicles is required.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention provides a system as de-
fined in Claim 1.
[0010] The system may incude the features of any one
or more of dependent claims 2 to 9.
[0011] Throughout this specification, statements relat-
ed to this invention of the nature to: "Read data form the
RFID tag or card or Smart card" or similar statements,
may be interpreted as: reading multiple types of data as-
sociated with a person who the RFID card was issued to
by authorities, and which data are already stored in the
RFID tag, including but not limited to: RFID number as-
signed, face prints (facial templates) corresponding to
known FRS, FRS ID numbers, one or several digital im-
age chips of the face of the owner, and additional per-
sonal data of the owner (SSN, employee ID number, ad-
dress, phone number, DOB, etc.)
[0012] The present invention provides a fast and se-
cure verification method and system that can dynamically
identify vehicles and/or personnel by combining RFID
and advanced facial detection and recognition tech-
niques. Significantly, the method functions without re-
quiring a vehicle and/or an individual to be in a particular
place or posture, or come into physical contact with a
biometric device.
[0013] More specifically, the present invention pro-
vides a method and system for dynamic stand-off bio-
metric verification, in which a tri-band imaging scheme
is employed to detect and recognize the face of an en-
rolled individual whose physical ID and an assigned RFID
tag are related in an enrollment database.
[0014] In accordance with one embodiment of the
present invention, a method for providing dynamic secu-
rity verification comprises storing data regarding person-
al information and a face print (template) of the person
in a database, wherein the face print is represented by
numerical codes of a face digital image of the person.
The method further comprises recording data regarding
the personal ID information in a radio frequency identifi-
cation (RFID) tag, reading data from the RFID tag, com-
paring the data with those stored in the database, retriev-
ing a face print (usually a template) corresponding to the
data read from the RFID from the database, and scanning
(imaging) the face of the person in two near-IR bands in
the reflective region of the spectrum to obtain two facial
images. These two facial images comprise a low (reflec-
tive IR) band facial image and an upper (reflective IR)

band facial image. The method then performs a weighted
subtraction of the two facial images (fusion), and thresh-
olds the resulting image to obtain an image of the ex-
posed skin of the person. The method also performs a
video scan of the face of the person, overlays the thresh-
olded image (skin image on the video image (regis-
tered)), performs a model-based approach to determined
the face part of the skin in the video image (face detection)
and then compares the detected face with the retrieved
face print.
[0015] In accordance with another embodiment, the
face of the person (i.e., three-band facial images: low
near-IR band, upper near-IR band, and the visible band
mentioned above) is captured by a Tri-Band Imaging
(TBI) system. Because of the common optics, the result-
ing three simultaneous images of the face of the person
are precisely registered. If any of the associated three
cameras operates with its own optics, the registration
process must be performed algorithmically or otherwise.
[0016] In accordance with still another embodiment, a
system for dynamical stand-off verification comprises an
RFID tag on which an ID number is stored, a computer
database for storing data regarding information and face
prints and other personal information of a plurality of in-
dividuals, an RFID tag reader for reading the ID from the
RFID tag, a facial recognition system for scanning the
face of the personnel and obtaining facial images for the
personnel, and a computer for processing the data read
by the RFID tag reader and the facial images obtained
by the facial recognition system. The IDs of the vehicle
and driver read by the RFID reader and the scanned facial
images are sent to the computer. The computer, accord-
ing to the received RF IDs, retrieves the vehicle ID and
personnel ID from the database and determines if the
received ID matches with stored ID’s. The computer also
processes the facial images from the TBI camera to ob-
tain a final facial image, retrieves stored images from the
database and compares the two.
[0017] In accordance with another preferred embodi-
ment, the facial detection and recognition system com-
prises a near-IR illuminator for generating near-IR light,
an illumination adjustment module for adjusting the near-
IR light based on environmental lighting conditions, a TBI
camera for precise face detection and location, and a
computer for processing the facial images to complete
the verification process.
[0018] The present invention also provides alternative
embodiments of methods and systems for dynamic and
stand-off verification. One alternative embodiment of the
present invention is to store a face template of an indi-
vidual in an RFID personal tag along with personal infor-
mation of the individual. The personal information of the
individual is also stored in a database that is coupled with
a computer. The computer can be a central host compu-
ter of a facility or a local computer at a control gate. When
the individual passes through a sensing point, a RFID
tag reader reads data from the RFID personal tag and
sends the data to the computer for further processing.
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The computer decodes the data, relates a read RFID
number to the information stored in the database, and
decodes/decrypts the face template that is stored in the
RFID personal tag. Substantially simultaneously, a facial
recognition system dynamically takes a picture of the in-
dividual and obtains a facial image of the individual. The
facial image is also sent to the computer. The computer
then compares the decoded face template with the facial
image for biometric verification.
[0019] The present disclosure may also provide a
method for providing dynamic security verification. The
method comprises recording data regarding information
and a face print of a person in a RFID device that is
carried by the person, reading the RFID device and re-
lating a read RFID number to information stored in a da-
tabase, dynamically obtaining a facial image of the per-
son, retrieving the face print from the RFID device, and
comparing the retrieved face print with the facial image
of the person.
[0020] In accordance with still another embodiment the
method for providing dynamic security verification at a
facility can be performed using only local computers lo-
cated at control gates or, for example, on each floor of a
building.
[0021] Furthermore, the RFID personal tag may store
a set of digital images of the face of the owner of the
RFID tag and/or a set of processed face templates, each
of which is formatted in accordance with a specific facial
recognition system (FRS) technology. In addition to the
digital images and face templates of the individual, the
RFID personal tag may also store identifying codes that
correspond to the formats of the FRS technology. Ac-
cordingly, the face templates stored in the RFID personal
tag can be read and decoded by a computer that may be
operating in accordance with one of several possible FRS
technologies.
[0022] Under this embodiment, the stored digital im-
ages and/or face templates provide protection against
counterfeiting, identity theft, and other misuses, as fol-
lows: In the case that the host computer FRS currently
in use recognizes one of the templates retrieved from the
RFID tag as its own, it accepts it as the "enrolled" face
template for the person carrying the RFID tag. Then a
new digital image is acquired of the person presenting
the RFID tag and the corresponding new "real-time" face
template is computed. Finally a match is made between
the "enrolled" template and the new acquired "real-time"
template.
[0023] In the case that the host computer FRS current-
ly in use does not recognize one of the templates re-
trieved from the RFID tag as its own (this would be, for
example, the case when new FRS systems are devel-
oped and used after the issuance of the RFID tag,) it
processes the digital images received from the RFID tag
and generates its own "enrolled" face template for the
person to whom the RFID tag was issued by the compe-
tent authority. Then a new digital image is acquired of
the person presenting the RFID tag and the correspond-

ing new "real-time" face template is computed. Finally a
match is made between the "enrolled" template and the
new acquired "real-time" templates.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

Figure 1 depicts a prior art RFID system.
Figure 2 is a schematic block diagram of a security
system in accordance with a first embodiment of the
present invention.
Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a security system
in accordance with a second embodiment of the
present invention, in which the security system is
employed at a main gate of a facility to control entry
of vehicles.
Figure 4 is a flow chart showing an exemplary secu-
rity identification method.
Figure 5 is a schematic diagram showing an exem-
plary facial verification system in accordance with
the present invention.
Figure 6 is a flow chart that illustrates an exemplary
facial verification method employed by a system like
that shown in Figure 5.
Figure 7 is a flow chart that illustrates an exemplary
tri-band-based face detection method employed by
the method illustrated in Figure 6.
Figure 8 is a schematic diagram showing a first al-
ternative embodiment of facial verification system in
accordance with the present invention.
Figure 9 is a schematic diagram showing a second
alternative embodiment of facial verification system
in accordance with the present invention.
Figure 10 is a flow chart showing an exemplary se-
curity identification method employed at the systems
of Figures 8 and 9.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0025] The system of the present invention leverage
RFID and dynamic biometric verification techniques to
provide secure and fast access control solutions. In ac-
cordance with the present invention, the system prefer-
ably utilize a tri-band imaging (TBI) system that can dy-
namically capture a face within the context of an ambig-
uous image frame. The resulting facial image is then
uniquely linked by information gleaned from an RFID tag
to a stored facial image template in a database.
[0026] Since the present invention utilizes RFID to
identify vehicles and personnel in combination with a dy-
namic facial recognition technique to identify face prints
of the personnel, the present invention is capable of cap-
turing key vehicle information and biometric data while a
vehicle is moving at relative high speeds. According to
the present invention, a dynamic facial recognition bio-
metric scheme can scan a facial image of a subject, even
at vehicle speeds up to about 40 miles per hour. An RFID
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scheme can read data from RFID tags at an even higher
rate. Therefore, the present invention is particularly ben-
eficial for use as a gate access control system for vehicles
and personnel at a main gate of a facility, such as a mil-
itary base, a governmental office or other locations that
require increased security measures. The present inven-
tion, however, is not limited to gate access control appli-
cations. For example, the dynamic biometric verification
of the present invention can also be beneficially used
inside an office building to control personnel entering into
different work areas. Furthermore, by double-checking
the identification of a person by matching the RFID infor-
mation and the facial information, the system of the
present invention is capable of providing more secure
identification.
[0027] In the following descriptions, "RFID READER",
"RFID PERSONAL READER", "Read RFID Personal
Tag, ...", and "Read RFID Personal Smart Card, ..."
shown in Figures 2 (reference number 22), 3 (reference
number 34), 4 (reference number 42), 8 (reference
number 81), 9( reference number 91), and 10 (reference
number 102) at least read or may be interpreted by read-
ing multiple types of data associated with the person who
the RFID card was issued to by the authorities, and which
data are already stored in the RFID tag, including but not
limited to: RFID number assigned, face prints (facial tem-
plates) corresponding to known FRS, FRS ID numbers,
one or several digital image chips of the face of the owner,
and additional personal data of the owner (SSN, employ-
ee ID number, address, phone number, DOB, etc.)
[0028] Figure 2 is a schematic block diagram of a se-
curity system in accordance with a first embodiment of
the present invention. The security system of Figure 2
comprises a central computer (not shown) that preferably
first stores relationship information of personnel and (if
desired) their vehicles, as well as the personnels’ bio-
metric features in a database 21. This function can also
be performed by (local) computer 24. The relationship
information of the personnel and their vehicles may in-
clude, for example, the license plate numbers, model
types and colors of the vehicles. The biometric features
of the personnel may include, for example, their facial
images/ photographs, their processed templates, and
other data such as racial information (for example, facial
skin and features) and cultural information (for example,
the wearing of hats, hair styles, etc.). In accordance with
the present invention, the facial information may be en-
coded by an exemplary local feature analysis (LFA) al-
gorithm, which maps a face and creates a "face print"
that is a unique numerical code for that face. Such tech-
niques are well known in the art. After all the information
has been stored in database 21, RFID tags (not shown)
on which is recorded personnel unique ID numbers, are
given to the personnel for carrying and/or displaying on
their vehicles. A vehicle RFID tag uniquely identifies a
vehicle, and a personnel RFID tag that uniquely identifies
the person who drives or owns the vehicle. The RFID
vehicle tag may be mounted on the vehicle and the RFID

personnel tag may be carried by the person.
[0029] The system of Figure 2 further includes an RFID
tag reader 22 and a facial image reader 23, such as a
TBI camera. The RFID tag reader 22 is used to read data
from RFID tags carried by personnel and/or mounted on
vehicles, such as the RFID vehicle tags and the RFID
personnel tags mentioned above. RFID tag reader 22
may include an RFID vehicle tag reader and an RFID
personnel tag reader (both of which will be described with
reference to Figure 3) for reading data from the RFID
vehicle tag and the RFID personnel tag, respectively. In
one possible implementation, the RFID vehicle tags may
be the passive type that do not have batteries, and the
RFID personnel tags may be the active type, which in-
cludes batteries, as described with respect to Figure 1.
Facial image reader 23 is used to take a digital facial
image of a person who intends to pass through an access
gate.
[0030] The data read by readers 22 and 23 are then
sent to computer 24 for further processing. Computer 24,
after receiving the data, decodes the data received from
RFID tag reader 22, retrieves stored vehicle information
and personnel information from database 21 that corre-
spond to decoded data, and performs a matching proc-
ess to see if the decoded data matches with stored in-
formation. Moreover, computer 24 retrieves a stored face
print from database 21 based on the decoded data ob-
tained from RFID tag reader 22 and compares the stored
face print with the facial image obtained from facial image
reader 23. If all the information matches, then indication
device 25 indicates that the vehicle and personnel are
authorized to enter. If any of the information does not
match with stored data, indication device 25 denies ac-
cess and/or indicates that a further investigation is nec-
essary. In one embodiment of the present invention, the
indication device 25 may be an indication light. In another
embodiment of the present invention, the indication de-
vice 25 may be a lock controlling device that releases a
lock when the vehicle and/or personnel are authorized
entry, and keeps the lock locked when any of the vehicle
data, personnel data and facial image does not match
with stored information.
[0031] Figure 3 shows an exemplary security system
in accordance with a first embodiment of the present in-
vention. The security system of Figure 3 is employed at
a main gate of an organization or company to identify
vehicles and drivers. Any vehicle (such as vehicle 33)
and personnel who intend to pass through gate 39 is
required to carry passive RFID vehicle tags 332 and/or
active RFID personnel tags 331 (although both devices
could be active or both could be passive.) The security
system includes passive RFID vehicle tag reader 32
and/or active RFID driver tag reader 34 that are installed
at a distance from gate 39 for reading the RFID vehicle
tags carried by vehicle 33 and the RFID personnel tags
carried by personnel riding in vehicle 33. Although the
passive RFID vehicle tag reader 32 and the active RFID
driver tag reader 34 are separate readers in the embod-
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iment, these two readers may be also included in a single
reader 31. To ensure a secured identification, the system
also preferably includes facial recognition system 36 that
is installed closer to gate 39 for scanning facial images
of the personnel in vehicle 33. The system further in-
cludes a computer 38 that is installed in a guard booth
or a control office at gate 39 and is preferably remotely
connected with a central computer (not shown).
[0032] In operation, RFID vehicle tag reader 32 and
RFID personnel tag reader 34 are arranged at locations
close to sensing point 35. Therefore, when vehicle 33
passes through sensing point 35, such as a light beam,
passive RFID vehicle tag reader 32 is first activated to
read data from the RFID vehicle tag. Next, active RFID
personnel tag reader 34 is activated to read data from
the RFID personnel tag. The data read by readers 32
and 34 are immediately recorded and sent to computer
38 for further processing. It is noted that those data can
be temporarily recorded in a database of the central com-
puter or in a local database of computer 38. After an
identification is complete, the data can be erased imme-
diately or erased automatically after a period of time. Fi-
nally, when vehicle 33 reaches the position of facial rec-
ognition reader 36, a digital image camera such as TBI
camera 361 installed in association with facial recognition
system 36 takes a facial image of the driver, creates a
face print for this particular driver, and sends the face
print to computer 38.
[0033] After gathering all the data sent from readers
32, 34 and 36, computer 38 then retrieves information
regarding the vehicle tag ID and the personnel tag ID
sent from readers 32 and 34 to check if the read IDs
match with the IDs stored in the database. Computer 38
also compares the face print which was just created with
thousands of face prints stored in the database for a facial
recognition. However, in a preferred embodiment, the
computer 38 retrieves a stored face print which corre-
sponds to the RFID data read by readers 32 and 34 to
compare the stored face print with the just-created face
print for a one-to-one matching. If the information match-
es, gate 39 will be opened to allow vehicle 33 to enter. If
information does not match with data stored in the data-
base, vehicle 33 can be stopped for further verification.
The system of Figure 3 may further include an indication
light 37 which illuminates, for example, a green light when
the driver and vehicle are authorized entry (authenticat-
ed), or a red light when unauthorized vehicle, unauthor-
ized individual or incompatible face print is detected.
[0034] In some situations, there may be more than one
person riding in vehicle 33. In this case, active RFID read-
er 34 and facial recognition reader 36 substantially si-
multaneously read each individual’s RFID personnel tag
and their facial images and create their individual face
prints when vehicle 33 passes through readers 34 and
36. As mentioned above, after computer 38 receives all
the data from readers 32, 34 and 36, computer 38 re-
trieves the stored data from the database for matching
and then indicates if those individuals and vehicle are

authorized to enter the gate.
[0035] A dynamic stand-offbiometric verification meth-
od is explained below with reference to Figure 4. When
vehicle 33 passes through sensing point 35, it actives
RFID vehicle tag reader 32, RFID personal tag reader
34 and facial recognition reader 36. As readers 32, 34
and 36 are arranged in an order from a distance to gate
39, RFID vehicle tag reader 32 first reads data from RFID
vehicle tag. The data is then recorded and sent to com-
puter 38, as shown at step 41. At step 42, RFID personal
tag reader 34 reads data from RFID personnel tag. As
indicated in step 41, the data is also recorded and sent
to computer 38. At step 43, when vehicle 33 finally reach-
es reader 36, camera 53 (shown in Figure 5) takes im-
ages of personnel in the vehicle. The images are also
recorded and sent to computer 38 for further processing.
Next, at step 44, computer 38 decodes the data read
from readers 32, 34, and 36, retrieves relevant data from
database and compares those data. The relevant data
may include information about vehicle 33, information
about personnel who are riding in vehicles 33 and their
face prints that are stored in the database. When the data
read from readers 32 and 34 match with the retrieved
relevant data, the process moves to step 45. At step 45,
computer 38 processes the facial images, detects the
faces, and compares the detected faces with the re-
trieved face prints. In the embodiment, if any one of the
data read from readers 32 and 34 and the recognized
face at steps 44 and 45 do not match with the retrieved
relative data from the computers database, a guard is
preferably available to stop vehicle 33 to ask for more
identification information, as shown at step 46. In another
embodiment, to maintain smooth traffic flow, the vehicle
may be directed to another area which is separated from
gate 39. A guard at this separate area may stop the ve-
hicle and ask for more identification information. Upon
investigation of other identification information, the guard
can then decide if vehicle 33 and personnel are to be
granted or denied entry through gate 39, as shown at
steps 47 and 48.
[0036] Moreover, in accordance with the present in-
vention, the matching process performed by computer
38 is preferably accomplished in, perhaps, less than 1
second, so that a guard at gate 39 can react and stop
the vehicle in time should the vehicle and/or personnel
not be authenticated. So that this is possible, RFID reader
32 and 34, and facial recognition reader 36 are preferably
installed far enough forward of gate 39. In a preferred
embodiment of the present invention, when passing by
facial recognition reader 36, it is not necessary for the
driver to stop the vehicle or stay still for reader 36 to take
the facial image. As the capture of facial image and the
comparison process can be completed in a very short
time, when the vehicle reaches gate 39, computer 38 has
determined if this vehicle and/or driver are authenticated
and has gate 39 react accordingly. This feature is bene-
ficial because the system verifies the vehicle and per-
sonnel so rapidly that traffic congestion at the gate can
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be avoided. Furthermore, because the system described
herein is non-invasive, personnel in vehicles hardly no-
tice the higher security level that is achieved.
[0037] To provide efficient facial recognition, the
present invention preferably employs a facial recognition
scheme that uses a near-infrared light spectrum to scan
facial images by sensing the reflective IR light of human
faces. The reflective near-infrared (near-IR) light spec-
trum scheme avoids a characteristic problem found in
conventional visual spectrum systems in which a com-
puter system may intermittently fix on, and attempt to
analyze a non-facial portion of the image. The facial rec-
ognition scheme of the present invention can quickly lo-
cate a face out of surrounding backgrounds so that the
biometric data can be more efficiently captured and com-
pared to that in the database. In turn, the processing
speed of the facial recognition aspect of the system is
greatly reduced.
[0038] More specifically, the facial recognition scheme
of the present invention preferably uses a tri-band imag-
ing (TBI) system, which uses common optics in low band
near-IR, high band near-IR and visual band to analyze,
detect and match a face.
[0039] Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of a facial rec-
ognition system that is preferably used in the present
invention for,identifying a facial image of a subject. The
facial recognition system includes near-IR illuminator S1
for generating near-IR light with both high wavelength
bands and low wavelength bands on subject 57 (which
may be a person or several persons), a power supply for
supplying power to near-IR illuminator 51, and a TBI cam-
era 53 for taking three digital images of subject 57. The
facial recognition reader 36 of Figure 3 preferably em-
ploys the facial recognition system of Figure 5. The sys-
tem may also include an illumination adjustment module
58 that evaluates current luminance level in the scene
and adjusts power output from power supply 53 to change
a light level of near IR illuminator 51. After facial images
of subject 57 are taken, the images are then sent to com-
puter 54 (same as computer 38 in Figure 3) for processing
to detect the face. Next, computer 54 searches database
55 for stored face prints that correspond to data read
from RFID personnel tag and/or RFID vehicle tag and
compares the face print just obtained with stored face
print/face prints.
[0040] Figure 6 shows a flow chart of a facial recogni-
tion method that can be practiced with the system of Fig-
ure 5. As described above, when a vehicle passes a facial
recognition reader such as reader 36 in Figure 3, camera
53 takes pictures of a driver in the low near-IR band and
high near-IR band. Images obtained by these two light
bands are then sent to computer 54 for processing, as
shown at step 61. Furthermore, illuminator adjustment
module 58 constantly detects the luminance level at the
scene and adjusts the illumination level of illuminator 51,
at step 62. Computer 54 first performs a series of oper-
ations to isolate the skin in the images. Next, at step 64,
computer 54 performs multi-band extraction operations

to detect the face. As explained more fully below, the skin
detection and face detection steps are preferably per-
formed via tri-band image recognition. At step 65, a face
is detected. At the same time, at step 66, computer 54
retrieves a face print from database 55 and compares
the retrieved face print with the detected face. After a
matching comparison, a result showing the recognized
face image matches or does not match with the retrieved
face print is obtained, as shown at step 67. If it matches,
a gate (such as gate 39 of Figure 3) or a door (not shown)
is released to allow vehicle and/or individuals to enter. If
it does not match, the gate or door preferably remains
locked. As described above, computer 54 can retrieve
the face print from database 55 according to data read
from RFID vehicle tag and/or RFID personal tag that sub-
ject 57 drives and/or carries to perform a one-to-one
matching comparison process. Computer 54 can also
retrieve a number of face prints from database 55, there-
by performing a one-to-many matching comparison proc-
ess.
[0041] Figure 7 further explains a tri-band image de-
tection and recognition process employed in the steps
shown in Figure 6. As described above, the facial recog-
nition method preferably utilizes low band near-IR light,
high band near-IR light and visual band light to scan and
detect a human face. At step 71, the method scans the
facial image with low near-IR light and at step 72, the
method scans the facial image with high near-IR light. At
step 73, a high band image obtained at step 72 is sub-
tracted (weighed) from a low band image obtained at step
71 and thresholded to obtain a skin image from the two
near-IR images. Furthermore, at step 74, a feature image
is extracted from the two near-IR images of steps 71 and
72 by a multi-band extraction scheme. Next, at step 75,
computer 54 processes, as necessary, the feature image
and the skin image obtained at steps 73 and 74, respec-
tively. Processing may include, e.g., a series of general-
ized Hough transforms or model-sized algorithms. Such
transforms or algorithms often lead to a good approxi-
mation of the location of the eyes, eyebrows, nose and
mouth. And, based on the distance and relation between
these features, a two-dimensional orientation and extent
of the face is more easily obtained, at step 76. The ob-
tained face is then compared by computer 54 with a re-
trieved face print from the database for matching.
[0042] Accordingly, the system of the present inven-
tion can effectively verify personnel and/or vehicles at a
control gate by identifying data from RFID tags and
matching facial images of the personnel with stored face
prints. In addition to the control gate application, the
method and system of the present invention can also be
utilized in a building for controlling personnel access to
different secured work areas. A facial recognition reader
such as reader 23 of Figure 2 can be installed at access
control doors of each work area for capturing facial im-
ages of personnel. The data read from RFID personal
tag and the facial image are then sent to a control com-
puter for a verification process.
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[0043] Furthermore, it should be appreciated that in
the security system of Figure 3, a second camera can
also be installed inside of gate 39 for monitoring vehicle
33 after the vehicle is allowed to enter gate 39. This em-
bodiment provides yet another level of security to the
facility. The use of such a second camera is sometimes
referred to as post-processing.
[0044] In accordance with a preferred embodiment of
the present invention, the face prints of the personnel of
a facility are pre-stored in templates in a database of a
host computer that is remotely connected with a local
computer, such as computer 38 of control gate 39 of Fig-
ure 3. The face print templates are generated during an
enrollment stage, that is, when the personnel obtains se-
curity credentials. In this embodiment, during a biometric
verification process, local computer 38 at control gate 39
retrieves face prints from the host computer for compar-
ing with facial images obtained by facial recognition read-
er 36 near local control gate 39. This embodiment works
well when local computer 38 is successfully connected
with the host computer. However, when the connection
between local computer 38 and the host computer is in-
terrupted, local computer 38 cannot retrieve face prints
from the host computer, causing an interruption in bio-
metric verification. This potential problem can be solved
by storing the face print templates in local computer 38.
Of course, this solution, in accordance with the present
invention, requires that local computer 38 have a large
storage capacity. Furthermore, as the face print tem-
plates are pre-stored in the host computer, the formats
of encoding the facial images at facial recognition reader
36 are fixed and specific to the format of the face print
templates.
[0045] Accordingly, the present invention provides
several alternative embodiments. One alternative is to
store not only basic information on the RFID personal
tags, but also to store the digital face and the face prints
themselves, which would normally be stored in a central
database of a host computer, in accordance with the pre-
viously-described embodiments. These RFID personnel
tags, including face prints or image chips, can be referred
to as "smart cards."
[0046] As control gates require rapid security checks
for vehicles, drivers and passengers, storing face prints
only in a host computer is not always efficient. For ex-
ample, a large facility usually has more than one point of
entry (i.e., more than one control gate), but has only one
host computer storing the face prints of all of the person-
nel. When there are many vehicles intending to enter the
gates at the same time, the speed of retrieving the face
prints from the host computer may be detrimentally ef-
fected. At worst, if the host computer is "down," local
computers at each of the control gates will not be able
to connect with the host computer. Under such circum-
stances, it would become impossible to perform biometric
verifications as described above.
[0047] Thus, in accordance with a first alternative em-
bodiment of the present invention, a digital face image

and/or templates of the face of a person is stored directly
on an RFID smart card. As described above, the RFID
smart card can be RFID personnel tag 331 like that de-
picted in Figure 3, which also stores information about
the person, such as the skin tone, the vehicle he/she is
driving, etc.
[0048] Figure 8 is a schematic diagram of an alterna-
tive embodiment of the present invention, in which local
computer 88 at control gate 89 is coupled with remote
host computer 84, and vehicle 83 carries RFID vehicle
tag 832 and RFID personal smart tags 831 that belongs
to a driver and/or passengers of vehicle 83, respectively.
For purposes of explanation, in the following description,
there is only a driver (i.e., no passenger) in vehicle 83
and thus only one RFID personal smart card is available
for reading. Similar to the embodiment of Figure 3, when
vehicle 83 passes through sensing point 85, RFID vehicle
tag reader 82 and RFID smart card reader 81 are acti-
vated to read data stored in vehicle tag 832 and smart
card 831. When vehicle 83 arrives at a location near to
control gate 89, camera 861 takes a picture of the driver.
The picture of the driver is then sent to facial recognition
reader 86 to be encoded into a facial image. The facial
recognition system used by facial recognition reader 86
has been described with reference to Figures 5-7 and,
thus, its description is omitted here.
[0049] The data read by RFID vehicle reader 82 and
RFID smart card reader 81 and the facial image obtained
by facial recognition reader 86 are sent to local computer
88 of control gate 39 for processing. Local computer 88
is preferably capable of retrieving face prints stored in
face print templates of host computer 34 and decoding
the face prints that are pre-stored in RFID smart card
831. Therefore, when the connection between local com-
puter 88 and the host computer 84 is interrupted (as
shown), local computer 88 can still decode (and perhaps
display) the face print from RFID smart card 831. Local
computer 88 then compares the decoded face print with
the facial image obtained from facial recognition reader
86 to see if they match. If they match, which means that
vehicle 83 and the driver are authenticated, indication
light 87 turns green and gate 89 is opened to allow vehicle
83 to enter. If the data do not match, a guard may then
direct vehicle to leave via exit 80.
[0050] The local computer may also operate independ-
ently from host computer. This case is illustrated in an
embodiment shown in Figure 9. Here, local computer 98
of control gate 99 does not connect with host computer
94. In the preferred embodiment, local computer 98 in-
cludes a database 981 that pre-stores data relative to
registered vehicles and personnel. Local computer 98
also has the capability of decoding and retrieving face
prints from RFID personal smart card 931. When vehicle
93 passes through sensing point 95, data stored in ve-
hicle tag 932 and personal smart card 931 carried by
vehicle 93 and the driver are read by RFID vehicle tag
reader 92 and RFID smart card reader 91, respectively,
and are sent to local computer 98 for further processing.
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Based on the read data, local computer 89 searches rel-
evant data stored in its database 981. In addition, local
computer 89 decodes the face print stored in RFID smart
card 931 and may display the decoded face print on its
display. Similarly, local computer 98 receives facial im-
age data of the driver that is obtained from camera 961
and facial recognition reader 96. Local computer 98 then
compares the decoded face print with the facial image
for verification.
[0051] An exemplary method executed at local com-
puter 98 to dynamically stand-off biometric-verify the driv-
er of vehicle 93 is illustrated in Figure 10. Basically, the
steps of Figure 10 are similar to those of Figure 4, except
that in Figure 10, the vehicle data and personal data are
stored in a database of a local computer and the local
computer can decode and retrieve face prints that are
pre-stored in RFID personal smart cards.
[0052] At step 101, RFID vehicle tag reader 92 reads
data from vehicle tag 932 and sends the data to local
computer 98. Similarly, at step 102, RFID smart card
reader 91 reads data and face print data from personal
smart card 931 and sends these data to local computer
98 for processing. At step 103, facial recognition reader
96 also sends a facial image data that is generated by
processing a facial image taken by camera 961 to local
computer 98 for further processing.
[0053] At step 104, local computer 98 decodes the data
read from RFID vehicle tag 932 and RFID smart card 931
and retrieves relevant data from its database. Local com-
puter 98 also decodes the face print data read from RFID
smart card 931 and displays the face print on its display.
[0054] At step 105, local computer 98 determines if the
data retrieved from its database match with the data read
from RFID vehicle tag 932 and RFID personal smart card
931. If these data match, the process moves to step 106,
where local computer 98 further compares the decoded
face print with the facial image obtain by facial recognition
reader 96. At step 106, if the face print and the facial
image also match, vehicle 93 and the driver are deemed
authenticated, as shown at step 109.
[0055] If any of the data read from RFID vehicle tag
932 and RFID personal smart card 931 and decoded face
print fails to match with the retrieved relevant data and
the facial image obtained by facial recognition reader 96,
a guard is preferably available to stop vehicle 93 to ask
for more information, as shown at step 107. Upon inves-
tigation of other identification information, the guard can
then decide if vehicle 33 and personnel are to be granted
or denied entry through gate 99, as shown at steps 108
and 109. In another embodiment, to maintain smooth traf-
fic flow, at the investigation step 107, vehicle 93 may be
directed to another area which is separated from gate for
investigation.
[0056] The above unique systems that store the digital
images and/or the templates of the face of a person on
an RFID smart card provide a hands-free, one-to-one
biometric verification, or one-to-many identification, un-
der dynamic motion. Therefore, the system is capable of

distributing biometric digital image data (image prints of
the face) to local computers and allows the local compu-
ter to accomplish the verification or identification of the
person. This distribution of facial image data also allows
critical access control decisions to be accomplished at
the local computer during a loss of connection to the cen-
tral system. The present invention thus provides a stand-
alone system that can be operated independently of the
remote central facility.
[0057] Furthermore, the face recognition system used
in a preferred embodiment is a Tri-band imaging system
(TBI) as described in the above embodiment, which can
dynamically capture a face (face detection) within the
context of an ambiguous image frame. Other face detec-
tion technology can also be employed. The resulting fa-
cial image obtained by the face recognition system will
be uniquely compared to a facial image chip (i.e., face
print) stored on the RFID smart card. In accordance with
the present invention, the smart card has enough mem-
ory to store one or more image chips (digital video facial
pictures of the person) and/or face templates. In addition
to the image chips, a set of frequently used face recog-
nition system templates can be stored on the card along
with corresponding identifying codes so that the receiving
host computer or local computers will "know" which face
recognition system is being used at any given time. For
example, one organization may have facilities located at
various places, and these facilities may employ different
face recognition systems. By storing various face recog-
nition system templates on a single smart card, the per-
son who carries the single smart card can be recognized
and verified at different facilities without the need to re-
program the card or carry different cards. This feature
thus allows the use of several face recognition technol-
ogies for the same person, so that combined biometrics
resulting from the several face recognition technologies
can be used.
[0058] Thus, the present invention provides a system
for both dynamic and stand-off biometric verification in
the sense that a person can be detected even if driving
in a vehicle (dynamic) and, further, in that the person
being detected need not actively place themselves in a
particular place, or physically touch some device (stand-
off) to effect biometric verification.
[0059] The foregoing disclosure of the preferred em-
bodiments of the present invention has been presented
for purposes of illustration and description. It is not in-
tended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the
precise forms disclosed. Many variations and modifica-
tions of the embodiments described herein will be appar-
ent to one of ordinary skill in the art in light of the above
disclosure. The scope of the invention is to be defined
only by the claims appended hereto, and by their equiv-
alents.
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Claims

1. A system for dynamic stand-off verification, the sys-
tem comprising:

a radio frequency identification (RFID) tag (331,
831, 931) carried by an individual, the RFID tag
storing personal information of the individual;
a database (21, 55) for storing data regarding
information of a plurality of individuals; an RFID
tag reader (22, 91) for reading data from the
RFID tag; and
a computer (38, 88) for relating a RFID number
read from the RFID tag by the RFID tag reader
to specific information stored in the database;
characterised by
a facial recognition reader (86, 96) for scanning
a face of the individual and obtaining a scanned
facial image for the individual;
a plurality of face templates of the individual
stored in the RFID tag, the plurality of stored
face templates comprising different formats cor-
responding to different facial recognition tech-
nologies; and in that
said computer retrieves the face templates of
the individual stored in the RFID tag and com-
pares the retrieved face templates with the
scanned facial image to determine if one of the
retrieved face templates matches the scanned
facial image.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein when the computer
does not recognize any of the plurality of the face
templates stored in the RFID tag, the computer
chooses one of the plurality of face templates and
enrolls the chosen face template as a new face tem-
plate.

3. The system of claim 1 or 2 , wherein the RFID tag
further comprises identifying codes that correspond
to a format of a face recognition technology, wherein
the face template is retrieved based on the identify-
ing codes stored in the RFID tag.

4. The system of claim 1, 2 or 3, wherein the computer
is a local computer (98) that is decoupled from a
central host computer (94).

5. The system of any one of the preceding claims, and
further comprising a sensor that is activated when
the individual passes a sensing line (85, 95), and
further activates a reading sequence for the RFID
tag reader and the facial recognition reader.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the reading se-
quence for the facial recognition reader automatical-
ly scans the face of the individual when the individual
passes by the sensing line.

7. The system of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein the personal information stored in the RFID
tag includes biometric information regarding the in-
dividual and relationship information regarding a ve-
hicle that the individual is driving.

8. The system of any one of the preceding claims,
wherein the facial recognition reader comprises: a
near-IR illuminator (51) for generating near-IR light;
an illumination adjustment module (58) for adjusting
the near-IR light based on environmental lighting
conditions; a tri-band imaging (TBI) camera (53) for
taking facial images of the individual; and a multi-
band extraction computer (54) for processing the fa-
cial images to obtain the scanned facial image.

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the multi-band ex-
traction computer stores the scanned facial image
in a format that corresponds to a predetermined rec-
ognition technology.

Patentansprüche

1. System zur dynamischen Verifikation auf Abstand,
wobei das System Folgendes umfasst:

ein Etikett der Hochfrequenzidentifikation bzw.
RFID (331, 831, 931), das von einem Individuum
getragen wird, wobei das RFID-Etikett persön-
liche Informationen des Individuums speichert;
eine Datenbank (21, 55) zum Speichern von Da-
ten bezüglich Informationen einer Vielzahl von
Individuen; einen RFID-Etikettenleser (22, 91)
zum Lesen von Daten aus dem RFID-Etikett;
und
einen Computer (38, 88) zum Inbeziehungset-
zen einer durch den RFID-Etikettenleser aus
dem RFID-Etikett gelesenen RFID-Nummer mit
in der Datenbank gespeicherten spezifischen
Informationen;
gekennzeichnet durch
einen Gesichtserkennungsleser (86, 96) zum
Scannen eines Gesichts des Individuums und
zum Erhalten eines gescannten Gesichtsbilds
für das Individuum; eine Vielzahl von in dem
RFID-Etikett gespeicherten Gesichtsvorlagen
des Individuums, wobei die Vielzahl gespeicher-
ter Gesichtsvorlagen verschiedene Formate
umfasst, die verschiedenen Gesichtserken-
nungstechnologien entsprechen; und dadurch,
dass
der Computer die in dem RFID-Etikett gespei-
cherten Gesichtsvorlagen des Individuums ab-
ruft und die abgerufenen Gesichtsvorlagen mit
dem gescannten Gesichtsbild vergleicht, um zu
bestimmen, ob eine der abgerufenen Gesichts-
vorlagen mit dem gescannten Gesichtsbild
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übereinstimmt.

2. System nach Anspruch 1, wobei, wenn der Compu-
ter keine der Vielzahl der in dem RFID-Etikett ge-
speicherten Gesichtsvorlagen erkennt, der Compu-
ter eine der Vielzahl von Gesichtsvorlagen auswählt
und die gewählte Gesichtsvorlage als eine neue Ge-
sichtsvorlage registriert.

3. System nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei das RFID-
Etikett ferner Identifizierungscodes umfasst, die ei-
nem Format einer Gesichtserkennungstechnologie
entsprechen, wobei die Gesichtsvorlage auf der Ba-
sis der in dem RFID-Etikett gespeicherten Identifi-
zierungscodes abgerufen wird.

4. System nach Anspruch 1, 2 oder 3, wobei der Com-
puter ein lokaler Computer (98) ist, der von einem
zentralen Hostcomputer (94) entkoppelt ist.

5. System nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, das ferner einen Sensor umfasst, der aktiviert
wird, wenn das Individuum über eine Erfassungslinie
(85, 95) geht, und der ferner eine Lesesequenz für
den RFID-Etikettenleser und den Gesichtserken-
nungsleser aktiviert.

6. System nach Anspruch 5, wobei die Lesesequenz
für den Gesichtserkennungsleser das Gesicht des
Individuums automatisch scannt, wenn das Indivi-
duum an der Erfassungslinie vorbeigeht.

7. System nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die in dem RFID-Etikett gespeicherten
persönlichen Informationen biometrische Informa-
tionen bezüglich des Individuums und Beziehungs-
informationen bezüglich eines Fahrzeugs, das das
Individuum fährt, umfassen.

8. System nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei der Gesichtserkennungsleser Folgendes
umfasst: einen Nah-IR-Illuminator (51) zum Erzeu-
gen von Nah-IR-Licht; ein Beleuchtungseinstellmo-
dul (58) zum Einstellen des Nah-IR-Lichts auf der
Basis von Umgebungsbeleuchtungsbedingungen;
eine Kamera (53) zur Dreiband-Bildgebung bzw. TBI
zum Aufnehmen von Gesichtsbildern des Individu-
ums; und einen Mehrband-Extraktionscomputer
(54) zum Verarbeiten der Gesichtsbilder, um das
gescannte Gesichtsbild zu erhalten.

9. System nach Anspruch 8, wobei der Mehrband-Ex-
traktionscomputer das gescannte Gesichtsbild in ei-
nem Format speichert, das einer vorbestimmten Er-
kennungstechnologie entspricht.

Revendications

1. Système de vérification dynamique à distance, le
système comportant :

une étiquette d’identification à radiofréquence
(RFID) (331, 831, 931) portée par un individu,
l’étiquette RFID mémorisant des informations
personnelles de l’individu ;
une base de données (21, 55) servant à mémo-
riser des données concernant des informations
d’une pluralité d’individus ; un lecteur d’étiquet-
tes RFID (22, 91) servant à lire des données à
partir de l’étiquette RFID ; and
un ordinateur (38, 88) servant à relier un numéro
RFID lu à partir de l’étiquette RFID par le lecteur
d’étiquettes RFID à des informations spécifi-
ques mémorisées dans la base de données ;
caractérisé par
un lecteur (86, 96) de reconnaissance faciale
servant à balayer le visage de l’individu et à ob-
tenir une image faciale balayée relative à
l’individu ;
une pluralité de modèles de visage de l’individu
mémorisés dans l’étiquette RFID, la pluralité de
modèles de visage mémorisés comprenant dif-
férents formats correspondant à différentes
technologies de reconnaissance faciale ; et en
ce que
ledit ordinateur récupère les modèles de visage
de l’individu mémorisés dans l’étiquette RFID et
compare les modèles de visage récupérés à
l’image faciale balayée pour déterminer si l’un
des modèles de visage récupérés correspond à
l’image faciale balayée.

2. Système selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en
ce que, lorsque l’ordinateur ne reconnaît aucun mo-
dèle de la pluralité des modèles de visage mémori-
sés dans l’étiquette RFID, l’ordinateur choisit un mo-
dèle parmi la pluralité de modèles de visage et inscrit
le modèle de visage choisi en tant que nouveau mo-
dèle de visage.

3. Système selon la revendication 1 or 2, l’étiquette
RFID comportant en outre des codes d’identification
qui correspondent à un format d’une technologie de
reconnaissance faciale, le modèle de visage étant
récupéré sur la base des codes d’identification mé-
morisés dans l’étiquette RFID.

4. Système selon la revendication 1, 2 ou 3, l’ordinateur
étant un ordinateur local (98) découplé d’un ordina-
teur hôte central (94).

5. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, comportant en outre un capteur qui est
activé lorsque l’individu franchit une ligne (85, 95)
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de détection, et qui active en outre une séquence de
lecture du lecteur d’étiquettes RFID et du lecteur de
reconnaissance faciale.

6. Système selon la revendication 5, la séquence de
lecture du lecteur de reconnaissance faciale ba-
layant automatiquement le visage de l’individu lors-
que l’individu passe devant la ligne de détection.

7. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, les informations personnelles mémo-
risées dans l’étiquette RFID comprenant des infor-
mations biométriques concernant l’individu et des in-
formations de relation concernant un véhicule que
l’individu conduit.

8. Système selon l’une quelconque des revendications
précédentes, le lecteur de reconnaissance faciale
comportant : un illuminateur (51) en IR proche ser-
vant à générer une lumière en IR proche ; un module
(58) de réglage d’éclairage servant à régler la lumiè-
re en IR proche sur la base de conditions d’éclairage
ambiant ; une caméra (53) d’imagerie tri-bande (TBI)
servant à prendre des images faciales de l’individu ;
et un ordinateur (54) d’extraction multibande servant
à traiter les images faciales pour obtenir l’image fa-
ciale balayée.

9. Système selon la revendication 8, l’ordinateur d’ex-
traction multibande mémorisant l’image faciale ba-
layée dans un format qui correspond à une techno-
logie de reconnaissance prédéterminé.
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